CSS 371A Homework Format

Heading (Please always follow this!):

CSS 371A  Assignment #  Name  Date Submitted

General:
All pages should be “permanently” attached. If parts of the assignment were not done or completed, that should be clearly acknowledged. If it is a resubmission, that should also be clear.

Problem Solutions:
Each problem should be clearly and appropriately identified (chapter & problem number, or name), and whether the problem is completed or not.

Each solution should be neat and easily readable with appropriate comments in proper English. Any assumptions made should be clearly described. Appropriate diagrams, charts, tables, etc. should be included. If the solution is not complete, that should be clearly stated, and the reason given if that is meaningful. If appropriate, the solution should be verified. If there was something especially meaningful learned, that should be described. If there was something that needs further exploration or explanation, that should be described.

Acknowledgements:
Any significant references should be cited. Collaborations and/or assistance with colleagues should be clearly acknowledged.

Grading:
Submissions will be graded on a basis of 10 points. I will spot check and look for effort, completeness, and presentation.

Notes:
1) See “Lab Report Guide” for guidelines on more formal submissions. It does have more detail about professional presentation that might be useful here.

2) It is prudent to keep a copy of your submissions. It is unlikely that any will be lost, but it can happen.

3) I prefer electronic submissions. We each have a record of your submission. They are not mandatory.